Start with a fish base, not folded in half:

1. Hinge-fold small flap (back and forth.) Repeat behind.
2. Fold peak down, parallel with bottom edge. Repeat behind, matching up new edges. Unfold.
3. Lift small flap and open it.
4. Pull down flap on the crease made in step 2.
5. Crimp sides almost but not quite to vertical. Repeat steps 3-5 on back.
6. Fold tip of flap up into model. Rb.
7. Holding top (colored) layer and inner (white) layer together, radial-pleat. Repeat behind; these two moves form a crimp. (Model will not lie flat until crimp is completed.)

8. Make a "membrane" fold. (On inside, narrow and squash.) Repeat behind.


10. Inside reverse.

11. Inside reverse left flap. (end detail)

12. Crimp with 2 ORFs.

13. Result

14. OPTIONAL: Narrow neck, if desired.